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ABSTRACT
Knowledge graph completion and enrichment have become problems of increasing interest for which
several supervised and unsupervised techniques have been investigated. The completion and enrichment
problems that we consider in this paper target relations of interest guided by the needs in data analytics
of domain experts. Our methodology relies on exploiting textual information found in knowledge
graphs and consists in experimentally choosing the most appropriate text models and text mining
techniques to achieve high precision which is a strong requirement for accurate data analytics. This
methodology is illustrated and evaluated on OntoSIDES which is a big knowledge graph at the core of
a learning management system used in medical studies in France.

1. Introduction
RDF graphs (a.k.a knowledge graphs) represent knowl-

edge about a given domain of application as a set of facts on
entities using the Resource Description Framework (RDF),
the standard W3C recommendation for knowledge represen-
tation. RDF is more powerful and more flexible than the
classical relational model, whereas existing relational data
can be translated into RDF graphs [50].

In RDF, facts take the form of triples (subject, prop-
erty, object) such as (<France> <hasCapital> <Paris>),
(<Macron><type><Politician>), or (<Macron><fullName>
"Emmanuel Macron"). The subject is always a resource, i.e.,
a real-world concept or entity, while the object can be ei-
ther a resource or a literal value, e.g., a string, an integer or
a date [57]. Properties relating an entity with a literal are
called datatype properties (e.g., <fullName>), and are distin-
guished from object properties that relate two entities (e.g.,
<hasCapital> or <type>). Some properties are predefined in
RDF (like <rdf:type>) or RDFS namespaces. In particular
the RDFS property <rdfs:seeAlso> expresses a link from an
entity to a Web page. As a result, an RDF graph encompasses
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in a uniform model structured data related to textual content
through properties of string datatype and predefined proper-
ties <rdfs:seeAlso>, <rdfs:label> or <rdfs:comment>.

With the advent of the Semantic Web and Linked Open
Data, knowledge graphs are becoming widely used in many
applications, such as recommendation systems, health care
systems, business intelligence, marketing, financial analysis,
educational and learning systems, etc. Knowledge graphs
can be very large as they are often obtained by automatic data
extraction from text (such as DBpedia [7] or YAGO [58]) or
from existing databases. However, they are still incomplete
by nature: some properties are partially known, which is the
normal rule in RDF data model that, in contrast with the
relational model, does not impose properties to be filled for
all the entities.

OntoSIDES [42] is an example of a big and incomplete
knowledge graph which is at the core of a learning manage-
ment system used in medical studies in France. It describes
training and assessments activities performed by more than
145,000 students over almost 6 years on the SIDES french
national e-learning platform used since 2013 for assessments
and graduations by all the French medical schools. In Onto-
SIDES, exams and training tests are made of multiple choices
questions and students activities are described at the gran-
ularity of time-stamped clicks of answers done by students
for choosing among the proposals of answers associated to
questions. Among the proposals of answers for a question,
it is also represented whether they correspond to correct an-
swers or distractors. As a result, the current version of the
OntoSIDES knowledge graph has scaled up to 6,5 billion
triples with almost 400 million clicks originated from the
answers of students to almost 1,4 million questions. Among
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the questions indexed in OntoSIDES, 16% have been explic-
itly linked by their authors to medical specialties, and 13% to
the learning objectives listed in the French national medical
reference program. This incompleteness of information is
problematic for conducting well-grounded learning analytics
whose objective is to analyze monitoring students’ progress
on the different topics of the curriculum to provide personal-
ized recommendations.

Knowledge graph completion and enrichment have be-
come problems of increasing interest for which several su-
pervised and unsupervised techniques have been investigated
(see Section 6).

In this paper, we distinguish knowledge graph comple-
tion, i.e., automatically inferring missing facts from existing
ones, from knowledge graph enrichment that consists in dis-
covering links with external reference knowledge graphs or
standard ontologies. Our main contribution is the setup of a
methodology for choosing the most appropriate techniques
for getting high precision in the results, depending on the
target task (completion or enrichment) and the characteristics
of the data available in the knowledge graph. High precision
is of utmost importance for a further correct data analytics of
the resulting completed and enriched knowledge graph. This
methodology is generic but we illustrate and evaluate it on
the OntoSIDES knowledge graph.

In Section 2 we introduce the problem statement consid-
ered in this paper. Then, in Section 3 we present the overall
methodology and we introduce the different techniques and
data preparation for both graph completion and enrichment.
In Section 4 we detail our experiments and results in graph
completion to automate the discovery of missing links in On-
toSIDES. Then, in Section 5, we describe our approach for
knowledge graph enrichment, which corresponds in the set-
ting of OntoSIDES to automatic discovery of external links
with standard medical ontologies. In Section 6, we review ex-
isting works on knowledge graph completion and enrichment.
Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Problem Statement
The knowledge graph completion and enrichment prob-

lems that we consider in this paper are restricted to entities
of interest within a given RDF graph, for which we want
to discover links with target (internal or external) entities,
based on their textual descriptions.

In the setting of the OntoSIDES knowledge graph, the
entities of interest are the questions, which are the basic
components of Quizz-based training and self-assessment for
students. The target internal entities with which we want
to link the questions are of 2 types, medical specialties and
learning objectives respectively, for which a certain num-
ber of existing triples are present in OntoSIDES but several
are missing. The external entities with which we want to
enrich OntoSIDES refer to standard medical terms of the
Unified Medical Language System (UMLS1) – UMLS is a
comprehensive knowledge resource, unifying over 100 dic-

1https://uts.nlm.nih.gov/home.html

tionaries, terminologies, and ontologies. Among them, the
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) and the Systematized
Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT)
contain descriptions of medical concepts that are relevant to
be linked to the OntoSIDES learning objectives.

Depending on the available textual descriptions of the
entities, and on the existence of explicit links likely to serve
as training data, the automatic discovery of (missing or exter-
nal) links can be modeled as either (i) a matching problem
between (textual) descriptions or (ii) a (multi-class) classifi-
cation problem.

In our setting, textual descriptions are available for the
questions and (most of) the learning objectives but not for
the medical specialties that are just associated with a short
label (e.g, "Digestive Surgery").

The number of entities and of existing links is relevant
for deciding the best appropriate problem modeling. In On-
toSIDES, there are 31 medical specialties and 362 learning
objectives, and among the 1,2 million questions, more than
149,000 (∼13%) are explicitly linked to (at least) one medi-
cal specialty, and more than 144,000 (∼12%) are explicitly
linked to (at least) one learning objective.

Therefore, the automatic discovery of these 2 types of
links (between questions and medical specialties, and be-
tween questions to learning objectives respectively) can be
modeled as a multi-class classification problem for which
several supervised classification algorithms can be applied
and compared (see Section 4.1). It is important to emphasize
that the number of classes to handle may impact the accuracy
of the supervised classification methods because the training
set must contain enough data for each class. This may be an
issue (discussed in Section 4.1) for modeling link discovery
between questions and learning objectives as a classification
problem in which 362 classes must be handled in a supervised
manner.

Discovering links between questions and learning objec-
tives (in fact, the 236 learning objectives that have an associ-
ated textual description) can also be modeled as a matching
problem between documents. In Section 4.2, we will com-
pare unsupervised similarity-based matching methods and
supervised classification algorithms for this task.

3. Overall Methodology
Given a linkage problem between pairs of entities, we

first have to identify the textual descriptions that are available
for the entities, and, then, to choose the text model and text
features to extract for representing each entity as input for
matching or classification tasks.

For solving the linkage problem using classification, it
must be verified that enough training data is available for
each class and choose the classification algorithms accord-
ingly depending on whether it is a single-label or multi-label
classification task. If the linkage problem is addressed as
a matching task, depending on the adopted text model, a
similarity function must be chosen.

We now instantiate this methodology for the linkage prob-
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Figure 1: Example of a RDF subgraph rooted at a question in OntoSIDES.

lems that we have addressed in OntoSIDES, concerning the
textual descriptions and models ( Section 3.1), the choice of
matching functions (Section 3.2) and of classification algo-
rithms (Section 3.3), and the metrics used for evaluating the
experimental results (Section 3.4).
3.1. Textual Description and feature extraction for

representing entities
Depending on the entities and their RDF description, we

gather their textual description as a set of (short) documents,
each being either the value of a datatype property, or the
textual content of a web page accessible through a "seeAlso"
URL.

In the setting of OntoSIDES:
- The textual description of each question is made up

of as many documents as the values of the following (path)
datatype properties:

• "has for textual content"

• "has for proposal of answer" / "has for textual con-
tent"

Note that a given question has usually 5 proposals of an-
swers, each of them having a textual content (denoted by the
value of the property path "has for proposal of answer" /
"has for textual content"). Figure 1 shows the RDF sub-
graph describing question q101519 from which its textual
description is extracted as a set of 6 short documents.

- The textual description of a learning objective is made
up of as many documents as the different headings and para-
graphs contained in thewiki pages related to it by the "rdfs:seeAlso"

property, in addition to the textual value of the datatype prop-
erty "is entitled". Figure 2, shows the RDF subgraph de-
scribing the learning objective 154, in which two "seeAlso"
links point to 2 web pages of a wiki put online by the associ-
ation of French Medical colleges as the official educational
content for the French pre-residency program examination.
At the moment, the current wiki covers only 236 (out of
362) learning objectives. Therefore, in the current version of
OntoSIDES, textual descriptions are available for these 236
learning objectives only.

Figure 3 shows the different extracted documents based
on their position (delimited by HTML tags: H1, H2, H3, P,
etc.) in the structured content of those wiki pages.

From the textual descriptions, different text models can
be applied to obtain the representation for each entity that
will be provided as input for information retrieval or clas-
sification tasks. We will consider 3 text models: "bag of
words" representations (Section 3.1.1), "bag of topics" repre-
sentations (Section 3.1.2), and "word embedding in vectors"
(Section 3.1.3).
3.1.1. Bag of Words representation

The bag of word representation of each entity of interest
is obtained in 3 steps as follows:

1. Stopwords removal from each textual description. More
precisely, after converting the text into ASCII format
and dismissing special characters, we filter out stop
words and French pronouns (including word elisions);
numerical quantities; punctuation marks, but for peri-
ods; and words with up to 3 characters.
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Figure 2: Learning objective 154: title and "seeAlso" links to Wiki pages.

2. Lemmatization for the remaining text, Lemmatization
consists in replacing word variants by their correspond-
ing lemma term. We use lemmatizer spaCy2 version 2,
an open-source software library for advanced natural
language processing. As a result, we obtain a bag of
words for each document, each lemma having possibly
several occurrences in each document.

3. Disjoint (possibly weighted) union of the different bags
of words associated with the entity. The disjoint union
of bags consists of summing the multiplicities of each
element when making the union. The possibility of
differently weighting the documents in the textual de-
scription is a way to give more importance to words
present for instance, in the headings compared to the
paragraphs in the wiki pages.

3.1.2. Bag of Topics representation
We will also consider a bag of topics model, in which

words are replaced by semantic terms of existing standard
nomenclatures. This domain-dependent approach distinguishes
from latent topics discovery [9].

For each learning objective and each question, we have
built this domain-specific bag of topics representation as
follows:

1. From each document in the textual description Auto-
matic extraction of semantic terms of standard domain
ontologies. We use an existing tool, the SIFRBioPortal
Annotator [27], which we have parametrized to anno-
tate an input text with concepts of the French versions
MSHFRE and SNMIFRE of the reference biomedical
ontologies MESH and SNOMED. It relies on Mgrep

2https://spacy.io/

[33] as its term recognizer, and uses a dictionary com-
posed of a list of biomedical terms along with their
synonyms.

2. Disjoint and weighted union of the resulting bags of
semantic terms in which the weight of each document
in the textual description reflects its importance and are
used to multiply the occurrences of the corresponding
semantic terms that are extracted from it.

3.1.3. Word Embeddings in Vector representation
In a word embedding, the words are translated into a

vector space so that words appearing in similar contexts in a
given corpus are located close to one another in the vector
space. The technique of representing words as vectors has
roots in the 1960s with the development of the vector space
model for information retrieval.

Most recent word embedding techniques are based on ma-
chine learning techniques that, from a (large) corpus, learn
the vectorial representation of words as vectors of real num-
bers. For instance, the Word2vec technique [37] is based on
a two-layer neural network trained to learn a vector space of
a given dimension. Accordingly, each unique word in the
corpus is assigned a vector such that the contextual proximity
of the words is reflected by the Euclidean distance between
the vectors.
3.2. Choice of a ranking function for matching

A number of ranking functions has been produced in the
domain of Information Retrieval to score the relevance of
each document within a set of documents (modeled as bags
of terms) for a given input entity (also modeled as a bag of
terms). Once all documents of the set are scored with respect
to the given input, the list of document scores is sorted and
the top-k documents are returned as output.
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Figure 3: Set of documents extracted from the Wiki pages.

Most of the scoring functions, if not all, aggregate weights
applied to the terms in common with the document and the
input. More formally, the score S(I,D) measuring the rele-
vance of a document D for an input I , both modeled as bags
of terms, can be calculated as a product of three factors as
follows:

S(I,D) =
∑

t∈I∩D
(ntf(t, D) × idf idf (t) × tf(t, I))

where the factor ntf(t, D) denotes a normalized term-frequency
function of the term t inD, idf(t) denotes a inverse document
frequency function used as a term-discrimination factor, and
tf (t, I) is a term-frequency function of the term t in I .

The existing scoring functions differ on the normalized
term-frequency and inverse document frequency functions
they use depending on the underlying model that may involve
different parameters such as: document length, average doc-
ument length, total number of documents in the collection,
and tuning parameters. We will consider 3 variants of scor-
ing functions based on probabilistic models for which open
source implementations are available: BM25 (BestMatching)
[49], LM (language modelling) [31, 30], and Information-
based models [14].

In our context, we will experimentally choose the most

accurate scoring function for relating questions with learning
objectives using their bags of words or of semantic terms
representations.
3.3. Choice of classification algorithms

There are many effective ways to automatically classify
entities. Among the existing classification algorithms, the
choice must be guided by the availability of labeled data likely
to be provided as input, the target classification task, and the
expected output (a discriminative function or a conditional
distribution probability).

The classification task can be multi-class and multi-label.
Multi-class classification refers to the setting in which there
are more than 2 classes but each entity is assigned to one and
only one class [36], while in multi-label classification several
classes can be predicted for one single entity [66, 59].

For choosing the most accurate (supervised) classifica-
tion approach for our purpose, we will evaluate three types
of classifiers that have proved their efficiency for text classifi-
cation: Naive Bayes classifiers, Max Entropy classifiers and
classifiers based on Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN).

Naive Bayes classifiers [17] are simple and efficient prob-
abilistic classifiers that provide reasonable prediction [34]
despite the assumption, wrong in practice, of conditional in-
dependence between terms when computing the conditional
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probability of a class given a set of terms. Compared to other
methods, the training set and the training time with Naive
Bayes are significantly smaller [26].

Max Entropy classifiers [63, 16, 68] are based on the
principle of Maximum Entropy. This principle takes into
account all the probabilistic models that fit the training data,
and selects the one that has the largest entropy. Due to the
minimum assumptions that a Maximum Entropy classifier
makes, it can be used in many situations in which the prior
distributions are not known, and when it is unsafe to make
the conditional independence of the features. Max Entropy
requires more time to train compared to Naive Bayes, primar-
ily due to the optimization problem that needs to be solved
to estimate the parameters of the model.

Deep Learning [47, 4] has become a key approach for clas-
sification tasks. It is based on artificial neural networks that
benefit from cutting-edge optimization techniques that define
the core of the back propagation technique [23]. Back propa-
gation guides the tuning of the weights that will parametrize
the network allowing it to generate accurate classifications.
More precisely, we will use the Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN) introduced by Kim [28], which was specially
designed for sentence classification. The input vectors are
obtained by concatenating the word vectors computed by the
word embedding tool Word2vec [37].

In a CNN, the convolution operation is the dot product
w ⋅ xi∶i+ℎ−1, in which xi∶i+ℎ−1 corresponds with a window
of ℎ words in the representation vector x. The parameters
that define the filter w come from the optimization process
of the network. By sliding the window along the vector, we
obtain the full convolution by considering all the possible
ℎ-word windows. Each convolution operation produces a
feature ci = f (w ⋅ xi∶i+ℎ−1 + b), where f is an activation
function (the hyperbolic tangent for this application), and b is
the bias term. The final output, computed by fully-connected
softmax layer, is a vector in which each position holds the
probability that an entity represented by x pertains to of one
of the possible classes.
3.4. Metrics used for result evaluation

Since the different (classification or matching) methods
that we will consider return ranked candidate classes for each
entity, we will use the two following standard metrics in our
experimental evaluations:

• Precision at k (Hits@k) corresponds to the average
number of times a correct result appears within the
top-k answers [61]. Note that, in fact, top-k answers
are ranked answers up to k.

• The mean reciprocal rank (MRR) [13] is the average
of the rank inverses of the first correct answer

MRR = 1
|Q|

|Q|
∑

i=1

1
ranki

(1)

where:

– |Q| is the number of the input labelled entities.
– ranki refers to the rank of the first correct labelfor the i-th entity

4. Automatic Discovery of Missing Links in
OntoSIDES
OntoSIDES knowledge graph contains more than one

million questions but only 16% are explicitly linked (by the
property "is linked to the medical specialty") to (at least) one
of the 31 medical specialty and 13% are explicitly linked (by
the property "is linked to the ECN referential entity") to (at
least) one of the 362 ECN learning objectives. This shows
that a lot of facts corresponding to these two properties are
missing.

As a classification problem, the problem of discovering
missing links in OntoSIDES is characterized as follows:

• There exists enough labeled data to employ supervised
classification techniques (that are usually more accu-
rate than unsupervised methods )

• The target task is a multi-label multi class classifica-
tion task since the goal is to infer, from bags of terms
associated with entities of interest (e.g., questions), to
which class(es) they correspond among a set of given
target classes (e.g., the set of medical specialties or the
set of learning objectives).

• The expected output is a set of ranked candidate classes
associated with an explicit score for each candidate
class, useful for tuning the desirable trade-off between
recall and precision. Guaranteeing a very high preci-
sion is indeed crucial in our setting since the inferred
classes correspond to entities with which (missing)
links will be added in the knowledge graph.

Medical specialties and learning objectives are not mu-
tually disjoint: a question can be linked to one (or some)
medical specialties and also to one (or some) learning objec-
tives.

For each of these two types of links, we have extracted
two corresponding labeled datasets (see Table 1 for the statis-
tics), i.e., the questions that are explicitly linked to medical
specialties (respectively to learning objectives), and their
textual descriptions (as defined in Section 3.1).

These two datasets will be used separately for evaluat-
ing and comparing the supervised classification algorithms
mentioned in Section 3.3.

Note that Dataset1 cannot be used for evaluating unsu-
pervised methods based on text matching since the medical
specialties have no associated textual description, contrarily
to the 236 (out of 362) learning objectives that are related
to wiki pages through explicit seeAlso links, from which a
textual description can be extracted (as seen in Section 3.1).

Therefore, we have built a third (labeled) datasetDataset3
obtained from Dataset2 by keeping only the questions linked
to learning objectives for which a textual description is avail-
able (see Table 2 for the statistics).
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Table 1
Statistics of the two labelled datasets used for classification.

Datasets #Questions #Labels % Single-labelled % Multi-Labelled
Dataset1: questions → medical specialties 149145 31 81.3% 19.7%
Dataset2: questions → learning objectives 144708 362 75.4% 24.6%

Table 2
Statistics of the labelled dataset used for matching.

Dataset3 #Questions #Labels % Single-labelled % Multi-labelled
questions → learning objectives 108818 236 73.5% 26.5%with textual description

Dataset3 will be used to assess the (unsupervised) match-
ing methods mentioned in Section 3.2 and to compare them
to the supervised classification methods on the same labeled
dataset.

In Section 4.1, we report on the experimental evaluation
on the two first datasets of the supervised classification tech-
niques mentioned in Section 3.3. In Section 4.2 we use the
third dataset to compare supervised classification with un-
supervised matching techniques mentioned in Section 3.2.
Finally, in Section 4.3, we show two possible exploitations
of the results obtained by classification or matching for com-
pletion of missing links in OntoSIDES.

The datasets and the code that we have developed to
achieve this experimental evaluation are available on https:

//github.com/LIGMRIM/SIDES3.0.git.
4.1. Comparative evaluation of different classifiers

We report now on the experimental qualitative compari-
son of three classifiers (a Naive Bayes classifier, a Maximum
Entropy classifier and a Convolutional Neural Network) that
we have conducted on Dataset1 and Dataset2.
4.1.1. Experimental setting

We have conducted a 5-fold cross-validation to evaluate
the different classifiers. Therefore, we split the dataset into
5 groups. For each group, we first take the group as a test
dataset. Then, we take the remaining groups as a training
dataset. After that, we fit a model on the training set and
evaluate it on the test set and we retain the evaluation scores
for the current group. After repeating the same process 5
times, we summarize results by averaging evaluation scores
of the five iterations.

Each classifier takes as input the entities in the training
dataset represented as bags of words obtained by the process
described in Section 3.1.1 in which the third step is a simple
disjoint union.

Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy classifiers have been
applied using Mallet toolkit 2.0 [35]. Mallet is a Java-based
package for statistical natural language processing, document
classification, clustering, topic modeling, and other machine
learning applications to text. Mallet includes various tools
for document classification: efficient routines for convert-
ing text to features, a wide variety of algorithms: including
Naïve Bayes and Maximum Entropy, and code for evaluating

classifier performance using several commonly used metrics.
The Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy experiments

were conducted over a personalmachineWindows 10 equipped
with Intel Core-i5 processor, 16G DDR3 memory.

The CNN experiments were conducted over the Cen-
tOS Linux system version 7 in a machine equipped with
Intel Core-i7-7700K processor, 16G DDR3 memory, and a
Titan-Xp graphics card, 12G G5X memory. The code was
implemented over the Deep Learning framework Theano [8]
run considering non-static representation vectors and ran-
dom initialization for words not covered by the word2vector
dictionary.
4.1.2. Results

We have conducted two experiments (single-label versus
multi-label) to compare between Naive Bayes, Maximum
Entropy, and CNN classification.

For the single-label experiment, we have removed from
Dataset1 and Dataset2 the questions that are linked to more
than one specialty or learning objective respectively.

The runtime performance is quite reasonable for all the
classifiers: the training of Naive Bayes took approximately 1
minute per run, while the training of Maximum Entropy took
approximately 15 minutes. The training of CNN occurred
over 50 epochs which, along with the corresponding testing,
took approximately 16 minutes per run.

We now focus on qualitative evaluations.
Table 3 shows the results of the comparison between

Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy, and CNN classifiers for
this single-label experiment.

For the multi-label experiment, the whole datasets are
considered, in which a fraction of the questions is multi-
labeled. Table 4 shows the results of the comparison between
Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy, and CNN classifiers for
this multi-label experiments.

For each classifier, the better results in Table 4 com-
pared to Table 3 are explained by the fact that precision at k
(Hits@k) counts as a correct result when (one of) the correct
label(s) is returned in the top-k answers, which entails a better
precision for multi-label setting when k > 1.

All the classifiers perform better on Dataset1 than on
Dataset2. This can be explained by the fact that the total
number of classes in Dataset2 (which correspond to the 362
different learning objectives) is more than 10 times the num-
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Table 3
Comparison between Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy, and CNN classifiers for single-label.

Dataset Classifier Hits@1 Hits@2 Hits@5 Hits@10 MRR

Dataset1
Naive Bayes classifier 75.8% 82.2% 83.4% 83.5% 79.4%

Maximum Entropy classifier 78.1% 90% 95.4% 96.4% 85.6%
CNN classifier 71.8% 86.2% 94.6% 97.8% 81.9%

Dataset2
Naive Bayes classifier 56.6% 65.2% 67.9% 68.8% 62.5%

Maximum Entropy classifier 68.8% 82.2% 90.3% 93.4% 78.4%
CNN classifier 65.2% 76.3% 86.8% 91% 74.3%

Table 4
Comparison between between Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy, and CNN classifiers for
multi-label.
Dataset Classifier Hits@1 Hits@2 Hits@5 Hits@10 MRR

Dataset1
Naive Bayes classifier 73.8% 83.1% 84.2% 84.3% 79.9%

Maximum Entropy classifier 75.1% 88.9% 95.4% 96.8% 84%
CNN classifier 76.4% 89.4% 96.3% 98.5% 85.2%

Dataset2
Naive Bayes classifier 56.4% 64.8% 67.8% 67.9% 61.5%

Maximum Entropy classifier 68% 81.7% 90.6% 93.6% 78.2%
CNN classifier 66.4% 78.9% 88.8% 93.4% 76%

ber of classes in Dataset1 (which correspond to the 31 dif-
ferent medical specialties). With almost the same number
of items (i.e., the questions) to classify in the two datasets,
such a difference in the number of classes results in Dataset1
to have training datasets bigger than those of Dataset2 thus
impacting the accuracy of supervised classifiers in Dataset2.

The comparative results show that the Naive Bayes classi-
fier is outperformed by both the Maximum Entropy classifier
and by the CNN classifier, while the Maximum Entropy clas-
sifier gives slightly better results than the CNN classifier
(except for the multi-label task for Dataset1).

A specially interesting result shown by Table 4 is that,
in more than 96% of the cases, the correct medical specialty
(ies) is/are returned in the top-10 answers provided by the
MaximumEntropy classifier or by the CNN classifier. Similar
results hold for the prediction of learning objective(s): in
more than 93 % of cases, the correct learning objective(s) are
returned in the top 10 answers provided by the two classifiers.
4.2. Comparative evaluation of matching

techniques and classification
In this section, we report on experiments conducted on

Dataset3 for evaluating (1) several similarity-based matching
techniques and (2) their accuracy compared to supervised
classification. For (1), we compare the application of different
similarity functions among the ones presented in Section
3.2 to the two text models (bag-of-words and bag-of-topics)
presented in Section 3.1.
4.2.1. Experimental setting

We have conducted several experiments to evaluate dif-
ferent scoring functions mentioned in Section 3.2 and their
application to a collection of documents where each docu-
ment is either represented as a bag of words (Section 3.1.1)
or as a bag of topics (Section 3.1.2).

We consider the same bag of words representation as the
one used for the classification experiments.

Concerning the bag of topics representation, the topics
are semantic terms of the French versions of the reference
biomedical ontologies MESH and SNOMED, extracted by
the SIFR BioPortal Annotator [27] from the textual descrip-
tions of the questions and the learning objectives respectively.

As explained in Section3.1, the textual descriptions are
made of several documents extracted from the values of dif-
ferent properties for the questions or from different parts of
structured wiki pages for the learning objectives. Therefore,
it may be useful to differently weight the semantic terms
issued from the different parts depending on their position
in the wiki page, or on the properties providing the textual
values in the knowledge graph.

We have considered several variants for the weighted
union of bags to obtain the resulting bag of semantic terms.
For this, we associate an integer weight w to each type T
of documents in textual descriptions, and we assign w(T )
as the multiplicity of every semantic term extracted from a
document of type T . In the case of learning objectives, whose
textual descriptions are extracted from wiki pages, the dif-
ferent values of T are Title, Heading1, Heading2, Heading3,
and Paragraph. For the questions, the different types of docu-
ments are respectively the text of the questions themselves
and the texts of the different choices of answers.

By playing on the weights w assigned to each type of
documents, we obtain several variants of the weighted union,
which may lead to possibly different results returned by a
scoring function on the resulting bags of semantic terms.

For the two (bag of words versus bag of semantic terms)
representations, we have compared the following scoring
functions with their default parameters: BM25 [49] (with
b = 0.75, k1 = 1.2, and k3 = 1000), Information-based
models [14] (with Log-Logistic distribution and with  = 1),
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Table 5
Comparison of unsupervised and supervised linking approaches (single-label).

Method Hits@1 Hits@2 Hits@5 Hits@10 MRR

unsupervised Jelinek-Mercer applied to bags of words 45.7% 58.9% 72.7% 80.1% 57.7%
BM25 applied to bags of semantic terms 49.9% 62% 74.1% 80.8% 60.7%

supervised
Naive Bayes classifier 55.8% 63.8% 66.8% 67.2% 60.7%

Maximum Entropy classifier 68.4% 80.8% 89.5% 92.6% 77.7%
CNN classifier 64.7% 76.7% 86.4% 91.2% 74.1%

Table 6
Comparison supervised and unsupervised for linking questions and learning objectives
(multi-label).

Method Hits@1 Hits@2 Hits@5 Hits@10 MRR

unsupervised Jelinek-Mercer applied to bags of words 44.5% 58.2% 72.2% 80.9% 57%
BM25 applied to bags of semantic terms 51.5% 64% 75.7% 81.9% 62.4%

supervised
Naive Bayes classifier 56.2% 64.6% 67.5% 67.7% 61.3%

Maximum Entropy classifier 68.2% 81.4% 90.4% 93.6% 78%
CNN classifier 66.2% 78.9% 88.6% 93% 75.9%

and two smoothing functions from language models [65],
Dirichlet (with � = 2000) and Jelinek-Mercer (with � = 0.7).

For the comparison with supervised methods, we have
applied Naive Bayes, MaximumEntropy, and CNN classifiers
using the same settings which are already presented in Section
4.1.1.
4.2.2. Results

For the bag of words representation, the best matching
method is the one using the Jelinek-Mercer scoring function.
Concerning the bag of semantic terms representation, the
best results are obtained by using the BM25 scoring function
applied to the weighted union of bags of semantic terms.
More precisely, among the different variants of weighted
unions we tried, the best choice for the representation of
learning objectives is the following weighting function:

w(Paragraph) = 1, w(H2) = 2, w(H3) = 3, w(H1) = 4,
w(Title) = 5

For the questions, there was no significant impact on
weighting the different text values of the different properties.
So, we considered a uniform weight of 1 for each of them.

In the following, we show the best results for the similarity-
based unsupervised matching method, and we compare them
with supervised classification.

Table 5, shows the results on the subset of Dataset3 re-
stricted to questions linked to a single learning objective
(which corresponds to the single-label case for classification).

Table 6 shows the general results on the whole Dataset3
where questions may be linked to several learning objectives.
This corresponds to the multi-label case for classification.

The results show that for (unsupervised) matching the
"bag of semantic terms" representation leads to more accurate
results than the "bag of words" representation method.

Not surprisingly, supervised classification methods out-
perform the unsupervised ones, at least at precision 1 (i.e.,
Hits@1). However, the two unsupervised methods provide
good results (above 80%) at precision 10 (i.e., Hits@10).

They outperform significantly Naive Bayes classifier for pre-
cision at 5 (Hits@5) and precision at 10 (Hits@10).
4.3. Application to knowledge graph completion

We distinguish 2 use cases that we have encountered in
OntoSIDES. The first one is to complete links from existing
questions stored in OntoSIDES, i.e., questions that have been
edited and entered by teachers. In this case, high precision
is of utmost importance since the predicted links will lead
to new facts added in the knowledge graph. In Section 4.3.1,
we explain the methodology we have followed to improve
precision by filtering out results.

The second use case corresponds to the situation where a
new question is created and edited by a teacher to complete
the existing bank of questions in OntoSIDES. In this case,
the top k answers of automatic prediction tools can be used
as a suggested list of medical specialties (respectively of
learning objectives) for the new question. In Section 4.3.2,
we illustrate the interactive tool that we have incorporated
in OntoSIDES for helping and enforcing teachers to specify
the medical specialties and learning objectives for the new
question they enter.
4.3.1. Controling the precision of link prediction

We focus on the Maximum Entropy classifier which is
the best classifier for our datasets (as shown in Section 4.1).
It returns a set of ranked classes associated with an explicit
score between 0 and 1 for each candidate class.

The goal is to controlHits@1 by choosing a threshold
which can filter out the classes with a score below this thresh-
old.

Table 7, shows the resultingHits@1 and the percentage
of questions for which a class is retained for several set-ups
of the threshold.

This table gives valuable insights for fixing the threshold
to obtain the desired balance between high precision and an
acceptable recall. For instance, if we consider that a precision
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Table 7
Filtered Maximum Entropy results on Dataset1 and Dataset2.

Dataset Threshold Hits@1 % Questions

Dataset1

0 75.1% 100%
0.3 78.2% 96.5%
0.5 82.1% 84.5%
0.7 86.6% 66%
0.9 91% 43%
0.95 92.6% 33.3%
0.99 94.5% 18.3%

Dataset2

Threshold Hits@1 % Questions
0 67.5% 100%
0.1 75.2% 85%
0.3 81.3% 61%
0.5 86% 43%
0.7 89% 29%
0.8 91% 23%
0.9 92.4% 16%

more than 90% is acceptable for adding new facts in Onto-
SIDES linking questions to medical specialties (Dataset1),
and to learning objectives (Dataset2), it suffices to fix the
threshold to 0.9 for Dataset1 and 0.8 for Dataset2. However,
it decreases the percentage of questions for which such facts
can be added (43% of links from questions to medical special-
ties, and 23% of links from questions to learning objectives).
4.3.2. Returning Top k suggestions for a new question

The goal here is to facilitate the task for a teacher to
specify the medical specialties (and the learning objectives)
corresponding to a question by exploiting the the output of
trained classifiers applied to the textual content of the question
under edition.

It is possible, indeed, to apply the trained Maximum En-
tropy classifier online (respectively the trained CNN classi-
fier) on a given bag of words obtained also online from the
text entered by a teacher.

In particular, if we display to the teacher the list of the
top k answers (with k ⩽ 10) returned by either the Maxi-
mum Entropy Classifier or by the CNN classifier, it contains
the correct medical specialty(ies) respectively to the correct
learning objective(s) in more than 93% of the cases, as out-
lined in Section 4.1. Therefore, he/she had just click on the
right item(s) among no more than ten choices.

In addition, as shown in Table 8, if we combine the results
provided by the two classifiers by using the method of recip-
rocal rank fusion [15], even better results can be obtained:
correct medical specialties are in the list of top 10 answers in
more than 99% of the cases, and correct learning objectives
are in the list of top 10 answers in more than 95% of the cases.

Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the graphical user interface
that we have built for suggesting medical specialties to a
teacher during question editing.

5. Automatic Discovery of Links with
External Ontologies
We now present the approach that we have implemented

for OntoSIDES enrichment based on the automatic discovery
of links with some relevant external ontologies that we de-
scribe in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2, we explain the method
that we have used for discovering links from learning objec-
tives to concepts of these ontologies. Then, in Section 5.3,
we show how these discovered links are exploited to add new
triples to OntoSIDES.
5.1. Relevant external ontologies

There exists several reference biomedical ontologies and
terminologies that can be found and accessed from BioPor-
tal 3 [41], among which MeSH (Medical Subject Headings)
[12] and SNOMEDCT (SystematizedNomenclature ofMedicine
Clinical Terms) [32] are the main UMLS ontologies that are
relevant to link with the learning objectives described in On-
toSIDES.

UMLS (Unified Medical Language System) 4 is a stan-
dard terminology in biomedical domain [11, 64] that is or-
ganized in concepts unifying similar concepts or classes
from different medical ontologies. The UMLS concepts are
grouped into broad categories called semantic types. Each
UMLS concept and each semantic type have a unique iden-
tifier, respectively its CUI and and its TUI. Each UMLS
concept comes with a set of semantic terms that describe
its meaning, among which there is a unique preferred one.
For example, in UMLS, the semantic term "Neoplasm" is
the preferred term for the UMLS concept C0027651, and se-
mantic terms like "Cancer", "Tumors", "Benign Neoplasm",
are non-preferred terms for the same concept. Alternative
terms (acronyms, abbreviations, spelling variants, and irregu-
lar plural/singular forms) may also be associated to an UMLS
concept.

SIFR BioPortal [27] is an open platform hosting biomed-
ical ontologies and terminologies that are translations in
French of BioPortal ressources. In particular, SIFR BioPortal
gives access to the French versions of MesH and SNOMED
CT, namely MSHFRE and SNMIFRE respectively. In ad-
dition, it offers several services among which SIFR BioPor-
tal Annotator that we have used for automatic extraction of
semantic terms from textual content, as mentionned in Sec-
tion 3.1.2.

MSHFRE and SNMIFRE are also UMLS ontologies
since each of their concepts refers to the corresponding con-
cept in the english version and to its associated UMLS con-
cept.

In all the ontologies MeSH, SNOMED CT and their
French versions MSHFRE and SNMIFRE, each concept is
identified by a URL, which is a dereferenceable URI point-
ing to a Web page that describes the concept. For instance,
Figure 5 shows the web page corresponding to the concept
named "Choc septique" in SNMIFRE, with an explicit link to

3https://bioportal.bioontology.org/
4https://uts.nlm.nih.gov/home.html
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Table 8
Fusion between Maximum Entropy and CNN classifiers for multi-label.

Dataset Classifier Hits@1 Hits@2 Hits@5 Hits@10 MRR

Dataset1
Maximum Entropy classifier 75.1% 88.9% 95.4% 96.8% 84%

CNN classifier 76.4% 89.4% 96.3% 98.5% 85.2%
Reciprocal rank Fusion [15] 78.2% 91.2% 97.5% 99.2% 86.8%

Dataset2
Maximum Entropy classifier 68.2% 81.4% 90.4% 93.6% 78%

CNN classifier 66.2% 78.9% 88.6% 93% 75.9%
Reciprocal rank Fusion [15] 69.9% 82.2% 91.4% 95% 80%

Figure 4: Graphical user interface for medical specialties suggestion.

its SNOMED provenance 5, and to the corresponding UMLS
Concept Unique Identifier C0036983 (Septic Shock) and
Type Unique Identifier T046 (Pathologic Function).
5.2. Discovery of links with MSHFRE or

SNMIFRE concepts
We build upon the extraction process that we have de-

scribed in Section 3.1.2 and implemented in Section 4.2.1 to
associate a bag of semantic terms to each learning objective.

By construction, each semantic term corresponds to a
MSHFRE concept and/or a SNMIFRE concept, associated
with an UMLS semantic type such as Disease or Syndrome,
Cell or Molecular Dysfunction, etc.

Since the goal of link discovery is the enrichment of our
local OntoSIDES knowledge graph, we need to reach the
best possible precision for the links that are found between
learning objectives and MSHFRE or SNMIFRE concepts.
For controling the precision, we have applied the following
methodology to order and filter the semantic terms associated

5http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/SNMI?p=classesŹconce
ptid=D3-80630

to each learning objective.
Filtering and ordering the semantic terms

We consider the learning objectives as a corpus of docu-
ments where each document is modeled by a bag of semantic
terms. Within this corpus, to each semantic term in each doc-
ument, we associate its term frequency (TF) and its inverse
document frequency IDF, both computed by the application
of the BM25 method used in our experiments reported in
Section 4.2.1.

In the filtering step, we first keep only semantic terms
that are categorized in a subset of the UMLS semantic types
chosen with the help of a expert (see below). Second, we
filter out the semantic terms with a IDF score lower than a
threshold fixed experimentally (see below).

For each learning objective, we order the list of remaining
semantic terms by decreasing TF.

The final result provided to experts for validation is the
top-kMSHFRE and/or SNMIFRE concepts with their URLs,
where k is also fixed experimentally to target the best preci-
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Figure 5: Choc septique example in SNMIFRE.

sion possible.
Two-step validation: method and results

In contrast with Section 4, no training dataset is available
to calibrate the parameters (i.e., the threshold for IDF scores)
and no testing dataset is available to evaluate the results.
Therefore, we need to call to domain experts.

For setting up the different parameters of our method,
we have relied on the expertise on 15 learning objectives of
the medical school professor co-author of this article. This
preliminary validation enabled us to fix the best values of the
semantic types and IDF threshold used in the filtering step,
and also the best value of k for returning the top-k results to
experts. This calibration step has resulted in the following
setting up.

• The UMLS semantic types considered for categoriz-
ing the relevant semantic terms are Finding, Labora-
tory or Test Result, Pathological Function, Disease or
Syndrome, Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction, Cell or
Molecular Dysfunction, Experimental Model of Dis-
ease, Sign or Symptom, Neoplastic Process.

• A high IDF threshold has been fixed to a value greater
than 0.5*MAX(IDF).

• The top MSHFRE and SNMIFRE semantic terms (up
to 5 for each ontology) are returned for each learning
objective.

Table 9
Precision of the links found with MSHFRE and SNMIFRE
semantic terms.

#Evaluated
Learning

Objectives

#MSHFRE
and SNMIFRE
Semantic Terms

P@5

96 510 94.5%

Once these values have been fixed, we have launched the
process on the 236 learning objectives with associated wiki
pages, for which 1100 MSHFRE and SNMIFRE semantic
terms have been obtained.

Then, we have proceeded to a more comprehensive eval-
uation by asking medical experts from different medical spe-
cialties through an online validation interface shown in Fig-
ure 6.

Among these 236 learning objectives, 96 have been eval-
uated by experts using the validation interface, for which 510
semantic terms among the 1100 have been obtained.

The precision (P@5) of the results, reported in Table
9, is excellent (94.5%). This allows us to add explicitly the
corresponding links within OntoSIDES as explained in the
following Section 5.3.
5.3. OntoSIDES enrichment

The enrichment consists in adding explicit triples in On-
toSIDES based on the links found with high precision be-
tween learning objectives and MSHFRE and/or SNMIFRE
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Figure 6: Validation interface

concepts.
First, for each pair (learning objective, semantic term) for

which we have discovered a link, we add a triple:
< sides:uri rdfs:seeAlso url >
where sides:uri is the local URI of the learning objective

and url is the URL of the MSHFRE or SNMIFRE concept
corresponding to the semantic term.

To complete this information, we add triples that make
explicit in OntoSIDES some useful properties that can be
extracted from the web pages describing the corresponding
MSHFRE, SNMIFRE and UMLS concepts. These properties
are the following:

• Properties extracted form MSHFRE or SNMIFRE :
skos:prefLabel, rdfs:subClassOf, sides:has, sides:umls
cui, sides:umls tui, which refer to French preferred
label, the sub class, the UMLS concept identifier, and
the UMLS semantic type identifier.

• Properties extracted formUMLS: rdfs:label, sides:umls
definition, which refer to English label and definition
of the term.

Figure 7 shows the RDF graph that is added to enrich
the learning objective 154 that corresponds to the SNMIFRE
concept "Choc septique".

As the result of the 1100 links discovered between learn-
ing objectives and MSHFRE and SNMIFRE concepts, 15371
triples have been added to OntoSIDES.

These new triples add valuable information to the Onto-
SIDES knowledge graph by relating local and French educa-
tional resources to standard international ones.

6. Related Work
We distinguish approaches addressing the general com-

pletion problem, which aim at inferring new facts without
targeting a specific relation, from specific completion prob-
lems such as type prediction or adding missing values for a
given relation.

Most of existing methods for the general completion prob-
lem [40] are supervised and infer latent feature models such
as knowledge graph embeddings [1] or soft logic [22] or
relational Markov models [5]. For instance, embedding of
pairwise entity relations into a lower dimensional space has
been used to predict the existence of relations in Freebase
[67]. And tensor neural networks have been employed to
infer relations based on chains of other relations [56], e.g.,
if a person is born in a city in Germany, it can be inferred
(with a high probability) that the nationality of that person is
German.

Existing unsupervised methods are less numerous and
are based on rule mining [20] or pattern extraction from
textual data. Such methods have been proposed by Mintz et
al. [38] for Freebase, and by Aprosio et al. [6] for DBpedia,
usingWikipedia as an external text corpus. Those approaches
seek for text patterns which correspond the relations in the
knowledge graph, and apply those patterns to find additional
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Figure 7: Learning objective 154 enriched by triples extracted from SNMIFRE and UMLS.

relations in the text corpus. West et al. [62] propose the use
of web search engines to fill gaps in knowledge graphs. They
first lexicalize subject–relation pairs to query strings. Then,
they apply the resulting query to search engines for filling
missing relation values by analyzing search engine results.
The whole Web is used as an external corpus.

Among the specific completion problems that have been
considered in the literature, type prediction has been exten-
sively studied. Discovering missing rdf:type relations be-
tween existing instances and classes has been mainly handled
by classification approaches exploiting the relations between
instances [48]. Probabilistic methods [43, 44], have enabled
to discover around 3.4 million additional type statements in
DBpedia. Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have been ap-
plied to type instances in DBpedia and Freebase [54], where
interlinks between the knowledge graphs are exploited to
classify instances in one knowledge graph based on proper-
ties present in the other, in order to increase coverage and
precision. External sources such as Wikipedia can also be
exploited like for instance in [43] to predict types in a knowl-
edge graph using a k-nearest neighbors classifier (KNN).

Unsupervised approaches have been used for discovering
new types for instances in knowledge graphs. For instance,
association rule mining [24] has been employed for discover-
ing missing types in DBpedia [45]. In [55], topic modeling
has been adopted for type prediction. Instances in a knowl-
edge graph are represented as documents, on which Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [10] is applied for finding topics.
Another set of approaches [21, 29] use methods for natu-

ral language interpretation applied to abstracts of wikipedia
pages relared to DBpedia entities to discover the most appro-
priate types for each entity.

In [46], pattern extraction from lists found in Wikipedia
pages allows to add types and relations for DBpedia entities
appearing in these lists. For example, instances appearing
in a list of African American Basketball Players should all
be typed as Basketball Players, with African as value of the
origin property, and American as value of the nationality
property.

In our setting, the enrichment problem consists in discov-
ering links between entities of a local knowledge graph and
entities of external knowledge graphs. It can be seen as an
alignment problem, for which no training data is available
and which requires unsupervised techniques.

The problem of alignment between instances, called en-
tity resolution or data linkage, has been extensively studied
(see e.g. [19] for a survey). Most of the approaches, like in
SILK [60] or LIMES [39], use metrics to compare entities
based on aggregating similarities between the values of all
or some of their properties. L2R [51], Hogan et al. [25] and
Al-Bakri et al. [2, 3] rule-based reasoning is employed to
infer all the links that can be logically entailed from the con-
straints in the schema and the facts given as input. In LN2R
[52], the logical rule-based method of L2R is completed by
a similarity-based method (called N2R) applied to pairs of
entities for which L2R failed to infer links with certainty.

Ontology matching, also called schema mapping, has
also attracted a lot of research works (see [53] for a survey).
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Several matchers have been designed and compared within
the OAEI campaigns [18]. They distinguish from each other
in the way they combine several text-based and structure-
based similarities with background knowledge.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have described a methodology that can

be reproducible for big knowledge graph completion and
enrichment using text mining techniques. Our approach ad-
dresses completion problems targeting relations of interest
guided by the needs in data analytics of domain experts. The
enrichment also targets reference ontologies in the domain
of interest.

For the two tasks, our methodology relies on exploit-
ing textual information found in knowledge graphs through
datatype properties or rdfs:seeAlso links to web pages. Once
the textual information has been extracted, our methodology
consists in experimentally choosing the most appropriate text
models and text mining techniques to achieve high precision
which is a strong requirement for accurate data analytics.

This methodology is generic but we have illustrated and
evaluated it on the OntoSIDES knowledge graph. Experimen-
tal results have demonstrated that it can effectively perform
big knowledge graph completion and enrichment with a pre-
cision up to 95%.

We have also shown the usage of learned models for semi-
automatic knowledge acquisition by suggesting relevant links
to experts while they enter textual content in the authoring
process. The obtained results also demonstrated high rates
of accuracy, further validating our methodology.
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